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Hello!
LET!S GET
STARTED



Our journey started more than two decades ago with a group of technology
enthusiasts who had a dream of solving the technical pains that businesses & 
organizations face, helping them achieve a smooth digital transformation. 

In 2004, our founders delivered their first full-fledged project with
smashing success and gained hands-on experience in (Banking, Telecom, 
ERP Systems, Government and Semi-Government organization,  Experience in 
Manufacturing (Discrete and Operation) Hands on Manufacturing end-to-end 
process (Planning & Execution), Automotive, Retail).

Letˈs introduce
ourself first

OFFICIAL 
PARTNERS



We are built on the
dream of integration

Our vision is to enrich the quality of 
the software industry by integrating 
with the most known and used systems 
in the world.

Lavaloon is built around the novel idea of 
providing businesses and organizations 
with ready made systems and customized 
softwares to meet all their needs.



Some of our loyal clients & success partners 
from around the globe

OZO
DELIVERY



Now, it!s time to tell you
about what we offer

1. We talk business
We have a goal oriented mindset, that’s why we divided our
solutions into business models so you can pick and choose
what fits your needs (see next slide*). 

As we said before, we are built on the dream of integration,
so when we say we play well with others we mean it. We can
integrate with any system or software you currently have.  

2. We play well with others



You’ve the idea,
we’ve the technology

HR
a

HRLava HelpLava

ERPLava MarketLava

GOLava MoneyLava

AutoLava SMSLava

SupplyLavaPayLava

CRMLava

POSLavaEDULava

ManpowerLava
Pick and choose
what suits you.



HRLava

HR Self-Service

Vacation Requests

Company Letters

Secure Attendance

Facial Recognition Technology

GPS Location



HelpLava

• Manage all the support tickets from anywhere.
• Submit, Monitor, Report, Escalate, actions on the go!
• Attach documents to the tickets.
• Monitor SLA Performance.
• Link your ticket to any products you are selling.

Customer satisfaction is the key
to run a successful business



An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is business 
process management software that automates and 
integrates core business processes such as taking 
customer orders, scheduling operations, and keeping 
inventory records and financial data.

ERPLava

Enabling the digitalization of your business, 
by giving you one source of the truth



MarketLava

Measure, manage and sell more with 
a comprehensive, cloud solution that 
streamlines your business



EDULava

Manage the entire life cycle of a student 
from admission, enrollment to attendance 
and assessment.

Through the use of open, usable, cloud-based 
technologies, we help streamline information 
between educational institutions and students 
over the internet, allowing for increased learning 
capabilities that are more interactive and makes 
learning and training programs more effective.



As we said before, we love integration so we devised a uniquely 
engineered system integration model that allows us to easily 
restructure and regenerate any integration solution we develop.

In short, it’s like a connector that “glues everything together” 
which allows a seamless communication between different 
softwares, services and solutions.

Bring it all
together,

LavaHUB is our in-house 
proprietary middleware.

LavaDo

& MORE



LavaDo provides some of our various solutions 
like HR-Self Service, Finance, Purchasing and 
Project Management systems all through a 
single sign on, easy to use Mobile App, with a 
native and user friendly design.

LavaDo
Manage work
from anywhere



Together for 
a better community
LavaCare is a not-for-profit platform, we built it to 
fulfill our responsibility towards society, and it’s all 
about helping the community, from the simple act 
of helping you reach someone who double parked 
your car all the way to share info on how to act in a 
time of crisis like the spread of infectious disease, 
floods, etc..

We would love to hear your ideas!
Get in touch and share your ideas to
push the platfrom forward.
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Now, Let’s tell you what else
we can help you with

& NETWORKS
INFRASTRUCTURE

We design, implement and manage
IT infrastructure that is reliable, resilient 
and scalable.

Your business runs on information and 
with our comprehensive cloud -based
services, your business is secure and your
data is safe.

SOLUTIONS
CLOUD-BASED



SOFTWARE
CUSTOM

We understand that every business is 
unique in itself; our custom software
solutions can meet all your exclusive
requirements. Our bespoke softwares 
are easy scalable and can be integrated 
with any system.

INTEGRATION
SaaS &

Many organizations struggle with API and 
integration when having several disjointed 
systems, we can help eliminate the pain, 
because we excel at integration as well as 
designing, implementing, maintaining and 
deploying complex systems.



Luxury Carts (Tanaqol) is an end-to-end solution based on the idea of trac-
ing the paths of VIP, elderly and handicapped people in the wide areas and 
crowded places and controlling their routes through a smart device fixed 
on electric scooters, then generating all the detailed reports through a 
secure back-end after the journey ends.



ERP
Solution

LavaHub
Middleware

Scope of
Work

ie. Finance, HR, Purchasing
- Design and manufactring
- Software Integration

- Staff Mobile App (LavaDo)
- Tanaqol Mobile App

Mobile
App

IOT
Device

Website
& SMS

Payment
Gateway

& Multiple phases on the
road map.



Higher Impact,
Lower Cost, Less Time
We implement remotely. This save cost and time for your organization; 
we work with a customer centric focus where our main aim is to help 
you deliver the right function in the shortest time – not to increase our 
bill!

We focus on implementing solid business models through applying 
best practices and our team’s extensive expertise.



GET IN
TOUCH

+20 10 1236 7312
info@LavaLoon.com

18 Hafez Ramadan St., Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt


